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Topographic maps are the primary means of relaying spatial in-
formation in the brain. Understanding the mechanisms by which
they form has been a goal of experimental and theoretical neu-
roscientists for decades. The projection of the retina to the
superior colliculus (SC)/tectum has been an important model used
to show that graded molecular cues and patterned retinal activity
are required for topographic map formation. Additionally, inter-
axon competition has been suggested to play a role in topographic
map formation; however, this view has been recently challenged.
Here we present experimental and computational evidence dem-
onstrating that interaxon competition for target space is necessary
to establish topography. To test this hypothesis experimentally,
we determined the nature of the retinocollicular projection in
Math5 (Atoh7) mutant mice, which have severely reduced num-
bers of retinal ganglion cell inputs into the SC. We ﬁnd that in
these mice, retinal axons project to the anteromedial portion of
the SC where repulsion from ephrin-A ligands is minimized and
where their attraction to the midline is maximized. This observa-
tion is consistent with the chemoafﬁnity model that relies on
axon–axon competition as a mapping mechanism. We conclude
that chemical labels plus neural activity cannot alone specify the
retinocollicular projection; instead axon–axon competition is nec-
essary to create a map. Finally, we present a mathematical model
for topographic mapping that incorporates molecular labels, neu-
ral activity, and axon competition.
Most sensory information is mapped topographically, mean-ing that the neighbor relationships among neurons are
maintained when choosing synaptic partners in their target area.
The visual projection from the retina to the superior colliculus
(SC) has been widely used as a model to ascertain the mecha-
nisms by which topographic maps develop. In the retinocollicular
projection, the dorsal–ventral (D–V) axis of the retina maps
topographically onto the medial–lateral (M–L) axis of the SC,
and the temporal–nasal (T–N) axis maps onto the anterior–
posterior (A–P) axis of the SC (1, 2). These two axes are mapped
by independent mechanisms (3).
Topographic mapping along each axis is believed to rely upon
counterbalanced forces (4, 5). Dual molecular gradient models
propose that separate repellent or attractant molecules coexist in
opposing gradients and that the balance point of the two gradients
determines the appropriate termination locus for retinal axons
(hereafter called the dual gradient model) (4, 6–8). Servomech-
anism models posit that a single graded molecule can have both
positive and negative effects that serve to guide retinal axons to
their correct position (9–13). Still other models invoke a coun-
terbalancing force that is generated via axonal competition for
space or positive factors in the target (5, 14–19). Although all of
these models include competition as a factor to ensure that axons
spread to ﬁll the available target space, only competition models
invoke competition as a nonredundant mapping mechanism that
is necessary for axons to terminate at correct locations. Testing
the role of competition can help understand the chemoafﬁnity
mechanism involved in the topographic map formation.
A number of experiments have tested the role of competition
in topographic mapping with differing conclusions as to its role.
Ablation studies performed in amphibians, ﬁsh, and rodents have
shown that retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons can ﬁll the avail-
able target space after partial ablation of the retina or tectum/SC
while maintaining topographic order. This result is taken to
demonstrate that axons normally compete for target space and
sort out on the basis of their relative rather than absolute sen-
sitivities to guidance molecules. However, ablation experiments
do not distinguish between the three mapping mechanisms de-
scribed above, because each of them includes competition as
a means to ﬁll available target space. Regenerating axons in ﬁsh
and frogs create more ordered maps after ablation than those of
rodents, suggesting that there may be differences in the degree of
competition used between cold- and warm-blooded species (9,
20–22). In addition, the ﬁndings that topographic maps rearrange
after disruption of EphA and ephrin-A gradients in mice suggest
that there is not a strict gradient-matching mechanism for to-
pography (14, 15, 23). On the other hand, Gosse et al. have
challenged a requirement for competition in topographic map-
ping (24). Instead of lesions to reduce competition, a single RGC
was transplanted into a mutant zebraﬁsh that lacked RGCs. They
found that the distal tips of solitary axons projected to the to-
pographically correct position but had more arbors anterior to
the correct position than under crowded conditions, suggesting
that topographic order can be established without competition
(most consistent with the dual gradient and servomechanism
models), but that competition is involved in pruning RGC arbors
during topographic map reﬁnement (24).
Here, we simulate different mapping models using a common
mathematical framework to deﬁne several possible outcomes
when axonal competition is drastically reduced. To test which of
these models best describes what occurs in mammals, we traced
projections from the retina to the SC in Math5 (Atoh7) mutant
mice (25, 26). Math5 mutants have 5–10% of the normal
amounts of RGCs that are spread evenly across the retina (27).
These RGCs will therefore experience less competition for tar-
get-derived factors in the SC than they do in wild type (WT)
mice, providing a non-lesion paradigm to study the role of
competition in mammals. We ﬁnd that in contrast to WT mice, in
which RGCs ﬁll the entire SC, RGC axons in Math5 mutants are
enriched in the anteromedial SC. This result is most consistent
with models that include axon competition as a counterbalancing
force in topographic mapping.
Results
Different Mapping Models Predict Different Outcomes When RGC
Numbers Are Reduced. To provide quantitative predictions for the
structures of topographic maps resulting from a decrease in RGC
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axon numbers, we reformulated the competition, dual-gradient,
and servomechanism models into a common mathematical
framework. The assumptions underlying each of these models
are detailed below and in the SI Appendix. First, we considered
mapping from the T–N axis of the retina onto the A–P axis of the
SC (Fig. 1). Each model incorporates experimental evidence
demonstrating that a posterior-to-anterior SC gradient of ephrin-
A repellent activity is differentially detected by RGC axons.
EphA receptors are expressed by RGCs in a low-nasal to high-
temporal gradient, which results in temporal axons being more
sensitive to ephrin-As than nasal axons, causing them to termi-
nate in the anterior SC (15). These models differ in the expla-
nation of why nasal axons that contain very low levels of EphA
terminate in the posterior SC. The competition model postulates
that competitive interactions with temporal axons force axons to
terminate further up a repulsive ephrin-A gradient (Fig. 1A). In
the servomechanism model, the interaction with ephrin-As is
more complex than simple repulsion. Thus, responses to ephrin-
As may change, depending on the origin of an RGC along the T–
N axis, such that the same axon may be repelled by high levels of
ephrin-A but attracted by lower levels (10, 28, 29). As a result,
there is a speciﬁc point for each axon where the interaction
changes from repulsion to attraction (dashed line in Fig. 1B).
This balance point determines the position of axonal termination
zones and depends on EphA levels on the axon, thus creating an
ordered topographic map (10). Finally, the dual gradient model
suggests that the counterbalancing force is provided by a differ-
ent label that, for example, is expressed in a gradient counter to
ephrin-As (Fig. 1C). Candidates for this second label are EphAs
expressed in the SC in an anterior-to-posterior gradient. EphAs
may interact with ephrin-As that are expressed more highly in
nasal RGCs, thus initiating reverse signaling through these GPI-
linked proteins (30–32). Such an interaction would result in nasal
RGCs being repelled to the posterior SC.
Similar versions of thesemodels also exist for sorting axons along
theM–L axis of the SC according to their D–V origin in the retina.
Mapping along this axis is thought to be dependent on EphB/
ephrin-B interactions; the former has a low-dorsal to high-ventral
retinal distribution, whereas the latter displays a low-lateral to
high-medial collicular gradient (33). Because ventral RGCs, with
high EphB expression, map to the medial SC, where ephrin-B ex-
pression is highest, the interactions between these labels are pre-
dicted to be attractive (34). With this modiﬁcation, the same three
mapping models could be used to explain how the D–V to M–L
projection is formed. Because each axis is mapped independently,
different mechanisms could be used on each, resulting in nine
possible pairs ofmodels to explain how topography is established in
the SC. Indeed, use of any combination of models predicts the
formation of an orderly topographic map when normal numbers of
RGCs are included (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
To theoretically test the role of competition in topographic
mapping, we ran simulations of mapping for reduced numbers of
RGC inputs resulting in nine different predictions about where
RGC axons will terminate (Fig. 2). For example, if the compe-
tition model is implemented along the T–N (azimuth) axis, axons
project to regions where the density of ephrin-As is minimal, in
anterior SC. This is because ephrin-As act solely as repellents
in this model and nasal axons that project to the posterior SC
in WT mice merge with temporal axons because the counter-
balancing force of competition is reduced (Fig. 2 B, E, and H).
Similarly, when the competition model is implemented along the
D–V axis, RGC axons group medially at locations of maximal
ephrin-B, which is an attractant (Fig. 2 B–D). Along the T–N
axis, the dual gradient model leaves topographic order intact
under reduced competition. This is because each axon detects
repulsive labels coming from each end of the A–P axis and can
ﬁnd its topographically correct location even in the absence of
competition from other axons. If a dual gradient model is used
along the D–V axis, a split map is formed (Fig. 2 H–J). This is
because in a dual gradient model with attractive labels, equilib-
rium points for each axon are unstable, making all axons project
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Fig. 1. Three models to explain how topography is formed along the T–N
axis of the visual world using counterbalancing forces. Each model incor-
porates the posterior-to-anterior collicular gradient of ephrin-A repellent
activity detected by a temporal-to-nasal gradient of EphA in the retina
(shaded triangles) as one force (downward arrow in all panels). The models
differ in the origins of the counterbalancing force (upward arrow) that
determines the axon termination loci (triangles). (A) In competition models
the counterbalancing force is in the competitive interactions with temporal
axons that pushes all other axons up the repulsive gradient. (B) In servo-
mechanism models, the same axon is both attracted and repelled by ephrin-
As. As a result, an axon terminates at a point of balance between repulsion
and attraction (dashed line). (C) Dual gradient models suggest that the re-
pulsion of ephrin-As is counterbalanced by another repellent label that is
expressed in a counter gradient, such as EphAs. In these models, collicular
EphA interacts with ephrin-A expressed by retinal axons. A, anterior; P,
posterior; L, lateral; M, medial.
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Fig. 2. Models for topographic mapping make different predictions of the
structure of retinal maps in the SC when the number of axons is reduced to
5%. (A) Topographic map for a complete set of axons. The average position
of axon origin in retina is color coded using the color map given in the retinal
map. The gradients of chemical labels are shown schematically. This map is
obtained when the competition model is implemented along both axes. For
the complete set of axons, all nine mapping mechanisms yield similar results
(SI Appendix, Fig. S1). (B–J) Maps for nine combinations of mapping mecha-
nisms along two perpendicular retinal axes (T–N and D–V) when 5%of retinal
axons chosen randomly are included in the model as in the Math5−/− mice.
The dark oval region represents the collicular locations available for axons.
The number of synapses at each collicular locus is represented by the
brightness of the map. Synapses of retinal axons occupy a subset of collicular
loci, which is dependent on the combination of mapping mechanisms.
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to the edges of the map where the densities of two attractants
(ephrin-Bs and EphBs) are maximal. In contrast, modeling of the
servomechanism along the M–L axis predicts a normal map un-
der conditions of reduced competition (Fig. 2 E–G). In conclu-
sion, the three chemoafﬁnity mechanisms (Fig. 1) make strikingly
different predictions as to whether RGC axons ﬁll the entire SC
or whether large areas of the SC will remain devoid of inputs
in situations where competition is reduced. Therefore, analysis
of the retinocollicular projection under conditions of reduced
competition will allow the determination of the counterbalancing
force that regulates retinocollicular map formation and can dis-
tinguish between various chemoafﬁnity mechanisms (Fig. 2).
RGC Axons in Math5 Mutants Are Restricted to the Anteromedial SC.
To determine which model best corresponds to the actual
mechanism of topographic mapping, we traced the whole eye’s
projection to the SC in adult and early postnatal stages for
WT, heterozygous Math5 (Math5+/−), and homozygous Math5
(Math5−/−) mutant mice (Math5+/− mice have normal numbers
of RGCs, and exhibit WT expression levels and cell numbers)
(35). Injection of ﬂuorescently tagged cholera toxin B (CTB) into
the eye of both WT and Math5+/− adult mice shows that RGC
axons ﬁll the entire contralateral SC evenly along each axis (Fig.
3 A and B). Similar injections tracing the RGC axons of Math5−/−
mice show that they do not ﬁll the entire SC, but rather are
enriched in the anteromedial part, leaving large areas of the SC
without substantial terminations (Fig. 3C). The anterior/medial
enrichment of RGCs can be detected as early as postnatal day 2
(P2), an age before the completion of RGC reﬁnement in the
mouse (22) (Fig. 3 F and G). These data agree well with pre-
dictions of the competition model along both axes in Fig. 2B and
therefore support competition as a counterbalancing force, which
is necessary for correct topographic map formation along both
A–P and D–V retinal axes. One small inconsistency from what we
observe and the competition model is a decrease in ﬂuorescence
at the extreme anterior edge of the SC. This is the area of highest
EphA expression, which has been shown to repel both temporal
and nasal axons in vitro (32). Nonetheless, a detailed quantitative
comparison between computational and experimental results for
all models shows that the competition model best ﬁts our ob-
served experimental data (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
Anatomical Tracing of the Retinocollicular Projection in Math5−/−
Mice. Whereas whole eye tracings show that the retinocollicular
projection is compressed in Math5−/− mice, they cannot de-
termine whether there is any structure within the compressed
projection. To assay structure this, we retrogradely traced reti-
nocollicular projections in WT, Math5−/−, and Math5+/− mice by
focal injection of red and green CTBs into the SC at P8–P10 and
examined the contralateral retina 2 d later. We ﬁnd that in WT
and Math5+/− mice, a single injection into the SC retrogradely
labels a cluster of RGCs that originate in the topographically
correct part of the retina (Fig. 4 A–C). Similar injections within
the anterior–medial SC of Math5−/− mice retrogradely label
RGCs that are dispersed throughout the retina (Fig. 4 E–G). We
quantiﬁed the number of retrogradely labeled RGCs across the
N–T axis of the retina. In Math5+/− animals, clusters of labeled
RGCs were found in the topographically appropriate location. In
contrast, similarly placed injections in Math5−/− mice show a
broad distribution of RGCs across the retina, with the anterior
SC injections showing a slightly more temporal distribution than
more posterior injections (Fig. 4 D and H). In addition, retro-
grade tracing from lateral SC failed to label RGCs in the retina,
conﬁrming that this part of the SC is not innervated by the retina
(SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Attempts to anterogradely trace RGCs of
Math5 mutants were difﬁcult because of the reduced number of
RGCs in the retina. However, in a few cases, we were able to
label RGCs anterogradely in Math5−/− mutants by focal 1,1’-
dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3’-tetramethylindocarbocyanine (DiI) injection
into the retina. In these cases we ﬁnd that nasal RGCs do not
form obvious termination zones, are spread along the A–P axis of
the SC, and temporal RGCs have arbors that remain in the
anterior portion of the SC (Fig. 4 I–L). Taken together, these
results suggest that there is some topographic order of RGCs
within the compressed region of the Math5−/− retinocollicular
projection.
These data are consistent with our modeling, which shows
reduced topographic order when the number of RGCs is reduced
(Fig. 2). Retrograde tracings in Math5−/− mice lead to a scatter
of RGCs in the retina with the SD of 22% (Fig. 4H). Modeling
data show similar SD of about 20% along the T–N or D–V axis
(SI Appendix, Fig. S9 C and D). The map precision is reduced in
retrograde labeling compared with the WT case (∼5%, SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S9 A and B), because of slower reﬁnement in
Math5−/− conditions due to the reduced density of synapses (SI
Appendix, Fig. S12).
Individual RGCs in Math5 Mutant Mice Are Functional. Whereas it
has been shown that the RGCs that remain in the Math5−/−
retina are evenly distributed throughout the N–T and D–V axes
of the retina (27), it is possible that the compressed retinal
projection in the SC in Math5−/− mice is due to altered retinal
development that leads to changes in the expression patterns of
axon guidance molecules and/or activity proﬁles of individual
RGC neurons, which could cause them to make targeting errors.
Fig. 3. RGCs project to the medioanterior SC in Math5−/−mice. (A–C) Whole
mount ﬂuorescence images of the SC from adult WT (A), Math5+/− (B), and
Math5−/− (C) mice and P2 Math5+/− (F) and Math5−/− (G) mice, after injection
of ﬂuorescent anterograde tracer in the contralateral eye. White dotted
lines show the dimensions of the SC; posterior is at the Top, medial to the
Left. Purple dotted lines show the regions quantiﬁed in D and E. M, medial;
P, posterior. (D, E, H, and I) Fluorescent intensity proﬁles of injected mice.
The graphs plot the percent of total intensity as a function of A–P (D and H)
or M–L (E and I) position. Whereas WT and Math5+/− mice have an approx-
imate linear intensity proﬁle, the proﬁles of Math5−/− mice plateau before
reaching the posterior and lateral borders. Black lines are individual WT
mice, purple lines are individual Math5+/−mice, and green lines are individual
Math5−/− mice. Dashed red lines are the results of the computational model
shown in Fig. 2B (competition model along both axes). Modeling results in H
and I reﬂect incomplete simulations (15% of the number of steps used in Fig.
2B). Adults: WT, n = 4; Math5+/−, n = 7; Math5−/−, n = 8. P2: Math5+/−, n = 3;
Math5−/−, n = 2. (Scale bar, 250 μm.)
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We tested this possibility in a number of ways. We ﬁnd that
RGCs in Math5−/− mice make correct pathﬁnding decisions and
project to the same visual areas as their WT counterparts, sug-
gesting that axon pathﬁnding proteins and target selection cues
are expressed normally and functionally in Math5−/− RGCs and
their targets (SI Appendix, Fig. S10). In addition, we ﬁnd that
Math5−/− mice display asymmetric expression of EphAs/ephrin-
As and EphB/ephrin-Bs in the retina as well as relatively normal
EphA, ephrin-A, Cadherin-8, and Odz3 expression in the SC.
This suggests that overall patterning of the retina and SC is not
affected by the Math5 mutation. However, because RNA levels
revealed by in situ hybridization relate indirectly to the protein
levels and because we cannot distinguish between RGCs and
displaced amacrine cells in the ganglion cell layer of the retina,
we cannot accurately compare the slopes of the gradients within
the RGCs of the various markers.
We also determined that individual RGCs in Math5−/−
mutants have physiological properties similar to those of WT
RGCs during times in development when RGCs discharge highly
correlated bursts of activity that propagate across the retina as
waves. These patterns of activity have been proposed to drive
reﬁnement through activity-dependent mechanisms and are in-
corporated into our modeling (36–38). Defects in reﬁnement
occur when the structure of retinal waves is disrupted in a mouse
lacking the β2 subunit of the nACh receptor (β2−/− mouse) (39–
41). Using a large-scale, multielectrode array to isolate single-
unit responses from RGCs, we ﬁnd that Math5−/− RGCs are
capable of ﬁring bursts of action potentials in patterns similar to
those of WT RGCs. When we calculated the correlation index
(CI) (SI Appendix, SI Methods) in the spiking between RGC pairs
as function of the distance between them, we ﬁnd that the CI for
pairs of Math5−/− RGCs is large (more that ﬁvefold above
chance) for neurons separated by less that 400 μm, which
decreases to that of chance by 1 mm. Interestingly, at distances
between 450–800 μm, the CI is lower than in WT retina (SI
Appendix, Fig. S6). Because these recordings are done in vitro
and it has been shown that the spiking properties of RGCs can
vary with media composition or temperature (42, 43) these dif-
ferences may not be reﬂective of RGC ﬁring in vivo. To test
whether the compression of the map in Math5 mutants is a result
of altered wave activity, we created a Math5/β2 double mutant
and traced its RGC projections. We ﬁnd that the compression of
the map in the SC is not changed in Math5/β2 double mutants,
indicating that map compression is not affected by the exact
pattern of spontaneous activity during development (SI Appendix,
Fig. S11). However, a change in activity patterns of Math5 RGCs
could explain the lack of reﬁnement of their axons observed in
our anterograde tracing studies in Fig. 4.
Discussion
Here we show that axon–axon competition is a driving force for
topographic mapping of the mouse retinocollicular projection,
through both theoretical and experimental approaches. We
assayed the effects of reduced competition by comparing the
RGC projections in WT and Math5 mutant mice, which have
severely reduced numbers of RGCs. Thus, we studied the role of
competition in mammals without using lesion experiments. We
show that our experimental results are strikingly similar to simu-
lations of retinocollicular map formation if competition is invoked
as the counterbalancing force along each axis. Despite the fact
that all alternative models include an identical form of competi-
tion, the distortions of topography in these models are either
minor or are not consistent with experimental data. We conclude
that the chemoafﬁnity mechanism involved in the development of
topographic maps alone cannot specify correct axon positions and
relies on competition as a necessary supplement.
We propose that along the T–N mapping axis, a single ephrin-
A repellent gradient is counterbalanced by competition between
axons to yield an ordered topographic map, whereas along the
D–V axis, a medially derived attractant gradient is counter-
balanced by competition to yield an ordered topographic pro-
jection. This model is in agreement with our result in Math5−/−
mouse that shows an accumulation of axons in the anteromedial
SC in the absence of competition.
Although previous mapping studies in ephrin/Eph mutant
mice are consistent with the competition model proposed here,
they are also consistent with the servomechanism and dual gra-
dient models (44). Thus, map expansions and contractions
Fig. 4. Anatomical tracing of the
retinocolliculuar projection in
Math5−/− mice. (A–C) Injection of
CTB-488 (green) and CTB-555 (red)
in adjacent anterior–posterior SC
locations retrogradely labels adja-
cent clusters of RGCs in the tempo-
ral retina of Math5 heterozygous
mice (arrows) with few labeled
RGCs distal from the cluster. (D)
Quantiﬁcation of the ﬂuorescence
in equal-sized bins across the
temporal–nasal axis reveals sharp
peaks in adjacent bins in temporal
retina in Math5+/− mice (n = 3). (E–
G) Similar injections in Math5−/−
mice retrogradely label RGCs that
originate from widespread areas
of the retina. (H) Quantiﬁcation of
the ﬂuorescence found in equal-
sized bins across the temporal–
nasal axis reveals a broad distri-
bution of label, with a slight bias
toward the temporal and nasal
retina for anterior and posterior
injection sites, respectively (n = 3).
The SD of both red and green
distributions is 22%. (I–L) Parasagittal sections of the SC from WT (I and K) or Math5−/− (J and L) mice in which RGCs were labeled by a focal injection of DiI in
the temporal (I and J) and nasal (K and L) retina results in single termination zones in the anterior and posterior SC, respectively, of WT mice, but broader
termination zones in Math5−/− mice (n = 3). (Scale bar, 100 μm.)
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observed after retinal and tectal/collicular ablations (45–49),
when competition between axons is modiﬁed, are consistent with
the dual gradient, servomechanism, and competition models,
because each includes competition as a mechanism to ensure
uniform target coverage (4, 21). Perhaps for this reason, recent
reviews of mapping in the literature present the prevailing model
for the topographic map formation as a dual gradient model
along the A–P axis and a form of servomechanism along the
M–L axis (50, 51).
Previous attempts to reduce competition in mammals using
tissue ablation of the retina or SC have not always led to con-
sistent rearrangements seen in lower vertebrates (20, 52). This
may be due to the technical challenges in creating reproducible
lesions and the possibility that neural damage could affect axon
mapping. In Brn3b mutant mice, whose retinas contain about
20% of the WT number of RGCs, the axons of remaining cells
spread out and ﬁll the entire target (53), which is similar to the
effects of lesions in lower vertebrates. Interestingly, our model
predicts that a loss of 80% of RGCs will have relatively minor
defects in topography (SI Appendix, Fig. S7), in agreement with
the observations in Brn3b mutant mice (53). This means that
axonal competition is a potent mapping mechanism capable of
redistributing cells over their target even when a substantial
fraction of cells is removed. Here we further reduce competition
by studying the Math5−/− mice that retain only 5–10% of the WT
number of RGCs. We observe severe distortions in the reti-
nocollicular projection that are consistent with the axonal com-
petition reaching its limit and becoming incapable of ﬁlling the
target. These distortions suggest that axonal competition is a
nonredundant mapping mechanism that, along with a single
gradient of chemical labels, is necessary to determine the axonal
termination zones. Our results also suggest that axon–axon
competition is a means by which RGC axons read relative but
not absolute levels of ephrin-As in the SC in vivo (14).
A mapping mechanism based on competition and a single
gradient of molecular labels per axis advocated here was recently
challenged in zebraﬁsh (24), in which transplantation methods
were used to create ﬁsh with eyes containing a single RGC.
When single RGCs were traced into the tectum, the distal
(posterior) tips of arbors were found at retinotopically appro-
priate positions, suggesting that axons can project topographi-
cally without other axons present. At the same time, the proximal
(anterior) branches of the arbors extended into topographically
inappropriate anterior tectum. When we simulated the forma-
tion of the retinotectal projection in the conditions of a single
axon present (as in ref. 24), we ﬁnd that the competition model
can explain the results observed in the zebraﬁsh with a solitary
axon, including both the topographically placed distal branches
and anteriorly displaced proximal branches (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
The topographic placement of the distal (posterior) branches of
a singular axon is expected, because an axon that carries low
levels of EphA (nasal) can propagate deeper into the target than
axon with high level of EphA (temporal) (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
Therefore, we suggest that the observations in zebraﬁsh with
a singular RGC are consistent with the competition mapping
mechanism presented here.
Whereas our results are most consistent with competition
models for topography, they do not ﬁt perfectly, especially along
the A–P axis. In the simulations, axonal terminals occupy an area
that becomes narrower posteriorly (Fig. 2B); however, the region
occupied by axons widens somewhat in the posterior direction
(Fig. 3C). This behavior is consistent with a more complex distri-
bution of attractants in the SC that becomes wider in the posterior
direction. Such behavior was not included in the model, in which
the distribution of chemoattractant (ephrin-B) was assumed to be
dependent only on themedial–lateral coordinate, which may be an
oversimpliﬁcation of the EphB/ephrin-B expression pattern (54).
Another mismatch between model predictions and experimental
results occurs near the anterior edge of SC, where axons deviate
slightly from the area boundary. These differences could be
explained by a somewhat smooth distribution of markers that
deﬁne the boundary, which was assumed to be inﬁnitely sharp in
the model. Another intriguing explanation of this discrepancy is
the possibility that a second factor as predicted in the dual gradient
or servomechanism models has minor inﬂuences on axons or on
a distinct subset of RGCs. For example, it has been proposed that
p75 is a coreceptor for retinal ephrin-A reverse signaling, and
mutants lacking p75 in the retina make minor topographic errors
with nasal axons shifting slightly anteriorly (30, 31). We suggest
that our data are consistent with a model that reverse signaling is
not strong enough to provide a counterbalancing force for the
repulsive effects of the ephrin-A gradient, and that competition
between axons is required for this purpose. The role of reverse
signaling could be to adjust the magniﬁcation factor of reti-
nocollicular maps by shifting axons slightly posteriorly. The com-
petition model proposed here could include a second factor as in
the dual gradient model, provided it is sufﬁciently weak, without
substantially changing its behavior.
Our experiments indicate that the D–V retinal axis is mapped
by a single gradient plus competition. One model for mapping
this axis is based on a bifunctionality of ephrin-Bs to act as both
attractants and repellents, represented in this study by the ser-
vomechanism model (Fig. 2 E–G). This model predicts that
when competition is reduced, as in Math5−/− mice, mapping
along the D–V axis remains intact. In contrast, we observe a
substantial medial shift of projections in Math5−/− mice. Because
there is a substantial enrichment of RGCs in the medial SC, we
predict that there is either a lateral-to-medial repellent activity
or a medial-to-lateral attractant activity in the SC. This enrich-
ment is consistent with ephrin-Bs providing an attractive force
that peaks in medial SC or with other molecules that could act as
a medially derived attractant. Our ﬁndings are inconsistent with
models proposing that ephrin-Bs act bifunctionally as repellents
and attractants toward EphB bearing axons or that the attraction
of ephrin-Bs is counterbalanced by a gradient of Wnt repellent
activity (13, 55).
Axon–axon competition ensures that the entirety of a target
space gets ﬁlled and is also important for synapse reﬁnement
at the neuromuscular junction (56). Here we show that axon
competition can counterbalance a single molecular gradient and
thereby act as a necessary factor in topographic mapping. Given
that gradient-based topographic mapping is likely common to all
mammalian sensory pathways and structures, the competition-
based mechanism we propose here may be a basic mechanistic
feature of CNS wiring in mammals.
Materials and Methods
Computational Procedures. To model the development of the retinocollicular
projection, we used a method based on minimization of effective afﬁnity
potential, which is a function of the synaptic connectivitymatrix between the
retina and SC. Speciﬁc details of themodelingareprovided in the SIAppendix.
Experimental Procedures. Mice. Math5 and β2 mutant mice were genotyped
using PCR as described (35, 57).
Axon tracing.Whole eye labeling of adult and early postnatal micewas done as
described (58). Images were captured with an AxioCam Hrm digital camera
through a 5× objective on an Axioskop 2 Plus microscope (Zeiss), photo-
graphed as a whole mount with the cortex removed, or from 100-μm-thick
vibratome sections. Retrograde and anterograde tracing was as follows: 0.2–
1 μL of CTB-555 or CTB-488 was injected into the SC of P8–P10 mice. Two
days later, the contralateral retina was visualized as a ﬂat mount, RGC layer
side up and photographed using a digital camera through a 2.5× or 5×
objective on an Axioskop 2 Plus microscope (Zeiss). Anterograde tracing was
done as described (57).
Quantiﬁcation of ﬂuorescence distribution in the SC. Images of the SC, ﬂuo-
rescently labeled by whole eye ﬁll, were processed using ImageJ (http://rsb.
info.nih.gov/ij/). Background was reduced using a rolling ball ﬁlter of 300
pixels. To determine the ﬂuorescence distribution across the A–P and L–M
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axes, a rectangular region equal to (i) the height of the anatomical A–P axis
by one-third the total anatomical width of the SC, positioned with the
outside edge aligned with the medial boundary of the SC or (ii) the total
anatomical width and one-third the total anatomical length of the A–P axis
centered over the position of maximum intensity in M5−/− mice, roughly
one-third the total A–P length posterior of the anterior edge, was selected.
Intensity values were calculated along each region using the “Plot Proﬁle”
tool. Fluorescence intensity values were percentile ranked along the A–P or
L–M axes for each mouse, such that the anterior and medial edges of the SC
equal 0% the total intensity and the posterior and lateral edges are 100%.
Statistical signiﬁcance was calculated using the Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test.
Because of the posterior widening of the projection (Fig. 3C), some of the
labeling shifts laterally from the rectangular region and is not counted
toward the rank in Fig. 3D. We have estimated that the associated errors in
percentile rank are less than 3%.
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